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Abstract—Dating apps have gained tremendous popularity during the past decade. Compared with traditional offline dating means,

dating apps ease the process of partner finding significantly. While bringing convenience to hundreds of millions of users, dating apps

are vulnerable to become targets of adversaries. In this article, we focus on malicious user detection in dating apps. Existing methods

overlooked the signals hidden in the textual information of user interactions, particularly the interplay of temporal-spatial behaviors and

textual information, leading to limited detection performance. To tackle this, we propose DatingSec, a novel malicious user detection

system for dating apps. Concretely, DatingSec leverages long short-term memory neural networks (LSTM) and an attentive module to

capture the interplay of users’ temporal-spatial behaviors and user-generated textual content. We evaluate DatingSec on a real-world

dataset collected from Momo, a widely used dating app with more than 180 million users. Experimental results show that DatingSec

outperforms state-of-the-art methods and achieves an F1-score of 0.857 and AUC of 0.940.

Index Terms—Dating apps, malicious account detection, deep learning, attention mechanism, text analytics
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1 INTRODUCTION

WITH the rapid development of the Internet and commu-
nication technologies, more and more people switch

their traditional dating methods from offline to online. As a
new type of social network, dating apps help millions of
people find their interested partners. Famous dating apps
like Tinder [1], Skout [2], and Momo [3], [4], [5] attract the
attention of millions of people all around the world. Online
interactions break the traditional geographical restriction
between dating users. Therefore, users can communicate
with others more easily. Compared with traditional offline
dating methods, dating apps have accumulated a large
number of users, which not only provide more dating
choices but also introduce more risks of malicious attacks.

Similar to traditional social networks such as Facebook and
Twitter, users can perform actions like sending posts, making
comments, and building social connectionswith others in dat-
ing apps. Differently, it reduces the threshold for establishing
communications between users since they are not required to

be friends to start a conversation. Such a lowbarrier in starting
a conversation makes dating apps vulnerable to potential
adversaries. Sockpuppets can publish fraud opinions to
deceive legitimate users [6], spammers keep sending adver-
tisements about malicious activities [7], and prostitution serv-
ices are also a threat for legitimate users in dating apps [8].

Malicious users are harmful to the user experience, pri-
vacy, even personal safety of legitimate users. Therefore,
effectively detecting (and eventually removing) malicious
accounts in dating apps can be of great benefit for improv-
ing user experience, providing better services, and reducing
the probability of potential criminal cases. Previous work
on defending against malicious attacks in social networks
are mainly by three means. The first one is graph-based
methods that consider users’ social connections [9], [10],
[11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], assuming that the social con-
nections are limited between malicious users and legitimate
users. The second one is machine learning-based meth-
ods [6], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26],
[27], which extract different groups of features and build
machine learning-based classifiers to detect malicious users.
The third one is activity-based methods [28], [29], [30], [31],
[32], [33], [34], which tends to detect malicious users via
behavior patterns. However, applying existing methods for
malicious user detection in dating apps has two challenges.
First, the social connections are relatively loose in dating
apps, which makes it harder for the graph-based methods
to accurately detect malicious users. Second, the interactions
between users are not analyzed at the textual level, which
limits the representation ability for machine learning-based
and activity-based methods.

In this paper, we are the first to introduce the textual
information of user interactions for malicious user detection
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in dating apps. It is common for malicious users to publish
fraudulent posts or comments. Our observation in dating
apps reveals that both posts and comments are important to
detect malicious users since they may use implicit words in
their posts but discuss more details in their comments (see
Section 2.2). However, most of the previous work on mali-
cious user detection overlooked the textual information of
user interactions [15], [16], [29], [31], [35].

Based on the observation, we propose DatingSec, a con-
tent-based multi-factor attention network to detect mali-
cious users in dating apps. We design a fusion mechanism
to combine different pieces of information. Each part of
DatingSec deals with the behavior or textual interactions of
users. Multi-layer perceptron (MLP) and long short-term
memory neural networks (LSTM) [36] are leveraged to sum-
marize the statistical patterns and dynamic patterns like
activities, posts, and comments generated by users. Then,
the combination of LSTMs’ encoding features will be fed
into an attentive module to automatically detect the suspi-
cious patterns behind activities, posts, and comments with
different attention weights. We also study the contribution
of each part of DatingSec in Section 4 and the results show
that the textual interaction plays the most important role in
detecting malicious users in dating apps.

In summary, we have made the following contributions:

� We are the first to investigate the textual information
of user interactions under the context of malicious
user detection in dating apps. Our experiment also
shows that the textual information contributes the
most to malicious user detection.

� We propose DatingSec, a content-based multi-factor
attention framework that simultaneously models dif-
ferent aspects of users. Concretely, we use MLP to
detect abnormal static properties and LSTM with an
attentive module to reveal suspicious signals in
users’ dynamic behaviors as well as the textual infor-
mation of user interactions.

� Evaluation performed in a real-world dataset col-
lected from Momo demonstrates that DatingSec out-
performs state-of-the-art methods and yields the
best performance, which shows a great ability to
accurately detect malicious users in dating apps.

Organization. The rest of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. In Section 2, we introduce basic functions and mali-
cious activities in dating apps. The system architecture of
DatingSec is presented in Section 3. We show the experi-
mental evaluation results in Section 4. Section 5 lists the
related work. We discuss several problems and conclude
this paper in Sections 6 and 7, respectively.

2 BACKGROUND AND DATA COLLECTION

2.1 Basic Functions of Dating Apps

The emerging dating apps like Tinder [1], Skout [2], and
Momo [3], [4], [5] provide users convenient ways to create
basic profiles. Users can register accounts and fill in their
profiles manually, or log in with existing popular social net-
works like Facebook or Twitter to automatically synchro-
nize their profiles to the dating apps. Uploaded photos and
videos, as well as text, can be found in users’ profiles and

viewed by their friends or nearby strangers with the help of
location-based social services. Dating apps allow users to
publish posts with location tags. It is a good way for users
to know more about people nearby and find potential dat-
ing partners. Many dating apps also allow a user to request
a list of users that are physically around her.

2.2 Malicious Attacks in Dating Apps

Convenient location-based services enrich the social interac-
tions of users with the motivation of dating, whereas it also
introduces potential threats at the same time. There are
mainly two types of attacks in dating apps, i.e., location-
based attacks and content-based attacks.

� Location-Based Attacks. With location-based services,
malicious users may conduct fake check-ins at a cer-
tain venue to achieve commercial benefits and self-
presentations [37], [38]. Furthermore, as pointed out
by Xu et al. [38], attackers can create a false venue at
a certain location, or just impersonate famous venues
at a fake location to attract benign users to come. As
users are allowed to request dating apps to return
lists of nearby users, attackers may utilize these func-
tions to conduct the trilateration attack [39]. Specifi-
cally, trilateration allows attackers to locate
legitimate users by sending multiple requests to the
dating app with different locations. It is a threat to
not only privacy but also personal safety.

� Content-Based Attacks. Due to the open nature of dat-
ing apps, users’ posts can be seen and commented
by strangers, making the content communications
vulnerable to malicious attacks. We randomly select
100 malicious users that have at least 5 posts from
the Momo dataset and find about 74 percent of them
are conducting malicious behaviors using contents.
13 percent of them are sockpuppets that publish
fraudulent opinions to deceive legitimate users [29].
20 percent are spammers that keep sending adver-
tisements in dating apps. [7]. 8 percent are financial
frauds, which are also common in dating apps [40].
33 percent are recognized as prostitution service pro-
viders [8]. An interesting finding is that for sockpup-
pets, spammers, and financial frauds, most of their
malicious behaviors can be observed from the posts.
However, most of the prostitution service providers
are identified by considering both posts and com-
ments. It is reasonable since this type of malicious
users tend to use implicit words to publish posts for
escaping detection, but speak more straightforward
when they comment to some certain users’ posts.
Such observation inspires us to take a joint consider-
ation for posts and comments.

In this paper, we mainly focus on content-based attacks
for two reasons. First, location-based attacks’ detection
requires the log data of users’ historical locations or users’
request history from dating apps, which is not available to
the public. Second, as we discussed before, more than 70
percent of malicious users are conducting content-based
attacks, which shows that content-based attacks are the
major threat for dating apps like Momo.
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2.3 Data Collection

Similar to Chen et al. [3] and Thilakarathna et al. [41], we
conduct a data-driven study by using the data of Momo, a
representative dating app in China. Founded in 2011 and
went IPO on NASDAQ in December 2014, Momo has
attracted more than 300 million monthly active users in
total.1 It supports typical functions of dating apps, including
maintaining profile pages, building social connections, and
generating public contents.

Each post onMomo has a unique post ID, which is an inte-
ger number and assigned in ascending order. If a new post
has been published, the post IDwill increase by one. It means
that oncewe obtain the latest post ID, we can gather all previ-
ous posts by descending the post ID and query the API pro-
vided by Momo. Each post contains the post information
including the post publisher’s ID, post time, post content, the
total number of views, and the number of likes of the post.
At the same time, it also contains each comment’s informa-
tion like comment publisher’s ID, comment time, and com-
ment content. After collecting posts and comments data, we
can get each user’s personal profile by her user ID (publish-
er’s ID in posts or comments). Note that collecting data by
referring to users’ IDs in mobile social apps is not unusual.
Researchers have leveraged such methods to obtain data
from Twitter [42],Whisper [43], and Foursquare [44].

We collected the data of all posts and comments that had
been published on Momo for about two months. After that,
we also collected their corresponding users’ information. In
total, we collected all the posts and their corresponding
comments that were published from Jul. 14, 2016 to Sep. 15,
2016. The dataset consists of 240 million posts, 320 million
comments, and 33 million users’ profiles.

In the data we collected from Momo, each user’s profile
contains descriptive information like gender, age, registra-
tion time, job, biography, whether she is a premium user
(paid for extra service), etc.

Note that a key named “deny code” is also shown on the
user’s data. We confirmed with Momo that the key was
used to represent whether a user was malicious. The key
would be set to 1 if this user was malicious, otherwise, the
key would be set to 0.

Ethical Considerations: We have taken careful steps to
ensure the ethical considerations of collecting and dealing
with Momo’s data. First, we only use the publicly accessible
information for our study. Second, all users’ identifiers have
been anonymized to preserve privacy. Moreover, all data
we collected are stored in an off-line server, which only per-
mits authorized members to login. At last, our study was
reviewed and approved by the Institute of Science and
Technology, Fudan University.

3 SYSTEM DESIGN

In this work, we propose DatingSec, a content-based multi-
factor attention framework to detect malicious attackers in
dating apps. We first formally define malicious user detec-
tion problem in dating apps, then we present the overview
and detailed design of each component in DatingSec.

3.1 Problem Definition

For a target dating app G ¼ fV; E;Ag, there exist three basic
kinds of information. V denotes the set of users, E denotes
the social relationships between users, and A denotes the
set of activities conducted by users. We summarize the nota-
tions introduced in this paper in Table 1.

For a given user set V, we have V ¼ fu1; u2; . . . ; uNg. N
denotes the total number of users in G. User set V reflects
the basic information that users show on a dating app.

The social relationship between users can be defined as
E ¼ ðeijÞN�N . We use the social relationship E to represent
the interactions between users. eij reveals the total number
of interactions from user i to user j. Note that we consider
the interactions between users as directed links. Therefore,
eij and eji reflect different aspects about the interactions
between user i and user j. More specifically, we use the
weight of the edge eij to quantify the number of comments
between user i and user j, since we consider comments as
interactions between users. For instance, if user i makes 10
comments to user j in total, the value of eij will be 10. E
measures the interactions among users in the dating app.
By utilizing E, we can differentiate the strong connections as
well as the week connections between users and detect com-
munities in the dating app.

For a given activity set A, we have A ¼ f�; gg. � denotes
the original user-generated contents (original UGCs) like
publishing a tweet on Twitter or sharing a post on Face-
book. g denotes the interaction user-generated contents
(interaction UGCs) like receiving comments from others.
Specifically, each element in � can be represented as a tuple
ðc; tÞ, where c and t denote the text and timestamp of the
original content respectively. Similarly, we use a tuple
ðc; cr; ur; trÞ to represent a record in g, where c, cr, ur, and tr
denotes the original text, received text, received text’s pub-
lisher, and interaction timestamp respectively (r is the
abbreviation of “receive”). Therefore, for a given user u, her
original UGCs �u and interaction UGCs gu can be described
as: �u ¼ fðc1; t1Þ; . . . ; ðcn1 ; tn1Þg and gu ¼ fðc1; cr1 ; ur1 ; tr1Þ
; . . . ; ðcn2 ; crn2 ; urn2

; trn2 Þg, respectively. Where n1 and n2 are
the total numbers of original UGCs and interaction UGCs,

TABLE 1
Notations

Notation Description

G The target dating app.
V The user set.
E The edge set.
ui A user i.
eij An interaction from user i to user j.
A The activity set.
� The original user-generated contents.
g The interaction user-generated contents.
c The textual contents.
t The time step.
x The features.
hR
t The embedding features from Bi-LSTM at time

step t.
mt The input of attentive module at time step t.
ŷi The predicted probability of user i being

malicious.
yi The label of user i.

1. https://www.immomo.com/aboutus.html, accessed on October
1, 2019.
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respectively. With the fine-grained activity information of
users, we can conduct further analysis about them. Given
the information of a dating app G, the goal of DatingSec is to
learn a mapping function from a user’s features to her label.

3.2 Framework of DatingSec

As shown in Fig. 1, DatingSec consists of three basic layers:
input layer, pattern extraction layer, and prediction layer.
The input layer takes raw data as input and automatically
extracts five types of features, which represent different
aspects of activities of users in a dating app. Those features
will be fed into the pattern extraction layer. The pattern
extraction layer can be divided into a static part and a
dynamic part to process the static features and the dynamic
features, respectively. For the static part, profile features and
community features will be concatenated first and fed into
the MLP to capture high-level representations of these fea-
tures. Such information is proved to be useful in detecting
malicious users by Suarez-Tangil et al. [27]. Regarding the
dynamic part, behavior features, textual features (posts), and
textual features (comments) will be fed into three LSTMs
respectively to generate their corresponding embeddings
features. By concatenating the embedding features of behav-
iors, posts, and comments at each time step, we have a series
of combined vectors to represent a user’s dynamic patterns.
After that, an attentive module is used to capture the interre-
lationship of different combined vectors. In DatingSec, the
static part and the dynamic part focus on different aspects of
users. The static part gives an overview of users’ characteris-
tics while the dynamic part provides a fine-grained represen-
tation for users’ activities. DatingSec achieves better
performance by combining the static part and the dynamic
part (see Table 7). The prediction layer combines the outputs
of the static part and the dynamic part in the pattern extrac-
tion layer. Then, a linear layer with softmax function is
applied to get the final prediction. We train DatingSec by
minimizing the loss between prediction posteriors and the
corresponding labels for the training data.

3.3 Input Layer

In this layer, we focus on selecting suitable features to facili-
tate malicious user detection. Concretely, we extract five
types of features from each user, i.e., profile features, com-
munity features, behavior features, textual features (posts),
and textual features (comments). Details are listed in Table 2.
The static features, such as profile features and community
features, can give an overall description of a user. Mean-
while, dynamic features like behaviors, posts, and com-
ments can reflect the dynamic patterns of users. Details of
these features are shown as follows.

Profile Features. Profile features are extracted from each
user’s profile. Those features reflect the basic information
and statistical behavior of a user. In detail, we use a 20-
dimensional vector that includes features like gender, age,
the total number of posts, comments, reading times of posts,
and number of pictures/URLs hidden in posts. A user’s
profile features are denoted as xprofile.

Community Features. Communities exist in dating apps
[41]. For each user in a specific community, three metrics are
calculated: user’s inner-community degree, user’s inter-com-
munity degree, and the total number of users in this commu-
nity. A user’s community features are denoted as xcommunity.

The user’s profile features and community features serve
as static features, which will be concatenated first as xstatic

and fed into the static part of DatingSec as Fig. 1 shows. We
leave it as our future work to study the dynamic changes of
community features in dating apps.

Behavior Features. To capture the characteristics of the
fine-grained activities of users, we extract features that can
represent users’ dynamic behaviors to form behavior fea-
tures. Given the user’s activities set Au, we have two tuple
sequences �u and gu. Note that in the behavior features, we
do not consider the textual contents. Instead, we put them
into textual features (posts) and textual features (com-
ments), and process them separately with Bilateral-LSTM
(Bi-LSTM) models. Therefore, we first remove the textual
contents. Then, we extract features that represent users’

Fig. 1. Framework of DatingSec.
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dynamic patterns from the rest of these two tuple sequen-
ces. After that, we split the entire time duration into a set of
successive time intervals with a given time interval length
(one day in our implementation). For each day, we collect
features and form a 19-dimensional vector in this time inter-
val (see Table 2). We split each day into 4 intervals by hours
(0:00-6:00, 6:00-12:00, 12:00-18:00, 18:00-24:00) and count the
numbers of posts published and the numbers of comments
received in those intervals respectively. Behavior features,
denoted as xbehavior, will be fed into a Bi-LSTM model first as
Fig. 1 shows. After that, the three types of features will be

combined together into the attentive module for further
analysis.

Textual Features (Posts and Comments). Different from the
previous study, we consider the user-generated contents
including the original contents they generated and the inter-
action contents they received. We extract post contents ci
and comment contents cri from �u and gu respectively,
forming two feature vectors xpost and xcomment. They will be
further processed by LDA models and generate textual fea-
tures (posts) and textual features (comments), which can be
denoted as xLDAðpÞ and xLDAðcÞ. Note that the textual features
(comments) are different from community features. While
the community features only report the numerical results
about community statistics, the textual features (comments)
consider the textual contents generated by users, which are
more informative to discover potential malicious signals.
For dating apps where posting comments is one of the main
communication types between users, the content posted by
a user contains the motivation of the user’s behaviors. Our
evaluation also shows that the interactions between posts
and comments are playing an important role in detecting
malicious users (See Section 4).

3.4 Pattern Extraction Layer

To further capture the relationship of static features and
temporal dependencies of dynamic features, we use an
MLP and multiple Bi-LSTMs with an attentive module. We
present the procedure of DatingSec in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. The Workflow of DatingSec

Input: Users’ data extracted from the dating app
Output: Prediction result of each user
/*Input Layer*/

1 Generatexprofile;xcommunity;xbehavior;xpost; andxcomment; respectively
2 Initialize parameters
3 for each training iteration do

/*Pattern Extraction Layer*/

4 Sample a batch of training data
/*Static Part*/

5 xstatic ¼ Concatðxprofile; xcommunityÞ
6 ostatic ¼MLP ðxstaticÞ

/*Dynamic Part*/

7 xLDAðpÞ ¼ LDAðxpostÞ
8 xLDAðcÞ ¼ LDAðxcommentÞ
9 hb ¼ BiLSTMðxbehaviorÞ
10 hp ¼ BiLSTMðxLDAðpÞÞ
11 hc ¼ BiLSTMðxLDAðcÞÞ
12 mt ¼ Concatðhb;hp;hcÞ //inputoftheattentivemodule

13 odynamic ¼ AttentiveðMÞ // M is the combination of

mt for all time step t
/* Prediction Layer*/

14 Compute ŷ using ostatic and odynamic

15 Update DatingSec’s parameters for the batch of training
data with cross-entropy loss

16 for each testing iteration do
17 Sample a batch of testing data
18 Compute and save ŷwith trained parameters
19 return ŷ for all testing users

First, the static features xstatic will be concatenated by
profile features xprofile and community features xcommunity.

TABLE 2
Feature Description of DatingSec

Type Description

Profile features Gender
Ages
Registration time
Email (binary)
Constellation (binary)
Hobbies (binary)
Job (binary)
Company (binary)
School (binary)
Length of biography
# hangout places
Hometown (binary)
Premium user (binary)
Super-premium user (binary)
# posts
Signature length
Nickname length
# favorite books
# favorite musics
# favorite movies

Community features Inner-community degree
Inter-community degree
# users in the community

Behavior features Post day index
Weekday (post)
# posts
# posts published in 0:00-6:00
# posts published in 6:00-12:00
# posts published in 12:00-18:00
# posts published in 18:00-24:00
# photos in posts
# comments received in posts
# likes received in posts
# locations linked in posts
# views by other users
Comment day index
Weekday (comment)
# comments
# comments received in 0:00-6:00
# comments received in 6:00-12:00
# comments received in 12:00-
18:00
# comments received in 18:00-
24:00

Textual features (posts) Posts’ topic distribution

Textual features
(comments)

Comments’ topic distribution
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Then we feed xstatic into the MLP as shown on the “Static”
part of the pattern extraction layer in Fig. 1. For the dynamic
features, xpost and xcomment will be first handled by two dis-
tinct Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [45] models to gener-
ate sequential topic distribution features xLDAðpÞ and xLDAðcÞ

respectively. Together with behavior features xbehavior, the
three sequential features xbehavior, xLDAðpÞ, xLDAðcÞ will be
handled by three Bi-LSTMs and generate hidden states step
by step. Each hidden state can be regarded as the current
status of dynamic patterns. In every step i, the hidden states
for behavior features, textual features (posts), and textual
features (comments) are denoted as hb

i , h
p
i , and hc

i . They will
be fed into the attentive module as shown on the dynamic
part of the pattern extraction layer in Fig. 1. Finally, the
static part generates the output ostatic while the dynamic
part generates the output odynamic. Those two outputs will be
fed into the prediction layer to make the final prediction.

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). LDA is a topic model
that can generate topic distributions for given documents. It
was first proposed by Blei et al. [45]. We leverage LDA to
take textual features (posts) xpost and textual features (com-
ments) xcomment as input and output the post topic features
xLDAðpÞ as well as the comment topic features xLDAðcÞ.

Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP). MLP is one of the basic
components of deep learning models since it can help to
learn abstract features from data with different levels of rep-
resentations [46]. For the static features xstatic, an MLP is
applied to capture the high-level representation among the
static part. xstatic ¼ Concatðxprofile; xcommunityÞ is the static
features concatenated by the profile and the community fea-
tures. ostatic is the output of static part as shown in Fig. 1
(ostatic ¼ zn). MLP can be formalized as follows:

zn ¼ ’ðWnxstatic þ bnÞ; n ¼ 1
’ðWnzn�1 þ bnÞ; 1 < n � N

�
; (1)

where zn, Wn, and bn are the output vector, weight matrix,
and bias vector of the nth fully connected layer. ’ð�Þ is the
non-linear activation function of Rectified Linear Unit
(ReLU) [47], which yields efficient computation. MLP is
used to learn the overall representation of the numerical fea-
tures extracted from profile and community. The represen-
tation will be concatenated with the output of the dynamic
part for final prediction.

Bi-LSTM. We utilize Bi-LSTM to capture the temporal
dependency of xbehavior, xp

LDA, and xcLDA respectively since
those features are sequential and temporally related. Bi-LSTM
contains two parallel layers of LSTMs from both forward and
backward directions. LSTM can be formalized as follows:

fRt ¼ sðWR
f x

R
t þ UR

f h
R
t�1 þ bRf Þ (2)

iRt ¼ sðWR
i x

R
t þ UR

i h
R
t�1 þ bRi Þ (3)

oRt ¼ sðWR
o x

R
t þ UR

o h
R
t�1 þ bRo Þ (4)

cRt ¼ fR
t � cRt�1 þ iRt � tanhðWR

c x
R
t þ UR

c h
R
t�1 þ bRc Þ (5)

hR
t ¼ oRt � tanhðcRt Þ; (6)

where xR ¼ fxbehavior; xLDAðpÞ; xLDAðcÞg, fR
t ; i

R
t ; o

R
t and cRt are

the vectors of forget gate, input gate, output gate and cell
state at time step t respectively. xRt and hR

t�1 are the input
vector and the corresponding generated hidden state vector
at time step t and previous time step t� 1 in LSTM model
respectively. The W terms denote the weight matrices
for each current input xR

t of each gate and cell. Similarly,
the U terms denote the weight matrices for previous hid-
den state hR

t�1 and b terms denote the bias vectors of each
gate and cell. The � denotes the Hardamard product and
the s denotes the element-wise sigmoid function: sðxÞ ¼
1=ð1þ expð�xÞÞ.

We obtain two hidden states h
!R

t , h
 R

t at each time step t.
By concatenating the forward and backward hidden states,

we can obtain the overall hidden state: hR
t ¼ ½ h

!R

t ; h
 R

t �. Hid-
den state hR

t serves as the embedding features that contain
information of behaviors, posts, and comments respectively.
Following previous methods [22], [48], the last hidden state
is taken as the output to be the representations of the whole
sequences.

The motivation to introduce Bi-LSTM is to analyze the
dependency between the constructed time-sequential user
activities. We use three Bi-LSTM networks to deal with the
descriptive information of users’ behavior, posts they pub-
lished, and comments they received separately. The textural
vectors are constructed from the LDA model, making them
different from the directly extracted numerical behavior fea-
tures. To compensate for the separation, we utilize an atten-
tive module over the three Bi-LSTMs to combine the three
parts of outputs.

Attentive Module. Inspired by Transformer [49], which is a
sequence model that based solely on attention mechanisms,
we utilize an attentive module to detect malicious signals
from the embedding features of behaviors, posts, and com-
ments. The attentive module can automatically “focus”
more on the suspicious time steps while giving less
“attention” to the other time steps. The input of attentive
module can be formalized as:

mt ¼ Concatðhb
t ; h

p
t ; h

c
tÞ; (7)

where hb
t , h

p
t , and hc

t represent the hidden states of behavior
features, textual features (posts) and textual features (com-
ments) at time step t respectively. M 2 RT�d denotes the
combination of mt in all time steps where T is the number
of total time steps and d is the dimension of vectormt. It first
uses the input M to generate three matrices, i.e., the query
matrix Q, the key matrix K, and the value matrix V , which
can be formalized as:

Q ¼MWQ (8)

K ¼MWK (9)

V ¼MWV ; (10)

where WQ;WK;WV 2 Rd	d are projection weight matrices
that realize three different linear transformations to map M
into different spaces. Note that the three weight matrices
are initialized with random values and optimized by the
gradient of training data. The key matrix K can be
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considered as a set of “template” patterns of a user while
the value matrix V can be regarded as the corresponding
“malicious” levels of such “template” patterns. Given the
“real” patterns that a user may have from the query matrix
Q, one intuition is that we can measure the similarity
between “real” patterns and “template” patterns (Q andK).
If they are very similar, the corresponding “malicious” level
for Q and K would be similar as well. Following the intui-
tion, the attentive module can be further formalized as:

AttðQ;K; V Þ ¼ Softmax
QKTffiffiffi

d
p

� �
V; (11)

where d is the dimension of Q;K, and V to control the scale.
Moreover, we apply multi-head attention to enhance the
performance. Multi-head attention allows the model to con-
sider the information from different representation subspa-
ces at different positions. For example, some heads may
focus on users’ behavior patterns in a short period whereas
some other heads may focus on users’ topic patterns for
long periods. For simplicity, we represent the attentive
module as:

odynamic ¼ AttentiveðMÞ; (12)

where odynamic represents the final output for the dynamic
part.

3.5 Prediction Layer

The prediction layer combines the outputs from the static
part as well as the dynamic part of the pattern extraction
layer. It consists of a fully connected layer with a softmax
function.

oi ¼Wi � Concatðostatic; odynamicÞ þ bi (13)

ŷi ¼ SoftmaxðoiÞ; (14)

where ostatic is the output vector of the static part, odynamic is
the output of the dynamic part. Wi and bi are the weight
matrix and the bias vector of this layer. oi and ŷi are the log-
its and posteriors, respectively. Cross-entropy loss is
applied as our loss function, which can be formalized as fol-
lows:

L ¼ �
XN
i¼1
ðyilog ðŷiÞ þ ð1� yiÞlog ð1� ŷiÞÞ; (15)

where yi denotes the true label of a user and ŷi denotes the
predicted label of this user.

3.6 Summary

In this section, we discuss the detailed design for DatingSec.
Compared with previous work, DatingSec is the first to con-
sider the textual information of user interactions in mali-
cious user detection. It takes two types of features into
consideration, i.e., static features and dynamic features. As
a static view of users, an MLP is applied to learn the overall
representation from static features. Besides, to deal with the
heterogeneous user behavior data, we leverage different
methods and propose a synthetical system design to better
extract potential patterns from malicious users. For the

dynamic view of users, three Bi-LSTMs are applied to gen-
erate the embedding at each time step for dynamic features
like behaviors, posts, and comments, respectively. We fur-
ther calculate each user’s “malicious” level by leveraging an
attentive module. Combining the output of the static part
and dynamic part, DatingSec will make a final prediction
for each user.

4 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we choose Momo as a case study to evaluate
DatingSec’s performance. Note that DatingSec can be
applied to various kinds of dating apps since the features
concerned about by DatingSec cover representative activi-
ties generated by different dating apps.

To process the data, we first extract the largest weakly
connected component (LWCC) from the dataset we col-
lected from Momo. There are about 23 million users in the
LWCC of Momo. Following the practice in [11], we do not
consider inactive users, since their influence is limited.

Instead, we only select users from LWCC who had pub-
lished at least 5 posts, which consists of 254,042 malicious
users and 7,790,532 legitimate users. To evaluate DatingSec
on different scales, we randomly select 10K, 20K, 50K, and
100K malicious users as well as the same numbers of legiti-
mate users to form 4 datasets. Note that the dataset with
100K malicious users has the same order of magnitude as
total malicious users that published at least 5 posts. For the
dataset with 10K malicious users, we yield that it is a proper
magnitude since Cao et al. [50], Gong et al. [22], and He et al.
[51] also used similar numbers of user instances to train the
corresponding deep learning models. Therefore, our evalua-
tion has covered different magnitudes of data. For each
dataset, we run the experiments using 5-fold cross-valida-
tion and report the average values as well as the standard
deviations.

4.1 Comparison Between Malicious Users and
Legitimate Users on Momo

We first conduct an analysis of user-generated content and
the interactions between users from the dataset with 20,000
users, where half of them are malicious users. Fig. 2a depicts
the distributions of published posts and comments received
by malicious users and legitimate users. The left part shows
that the distribution of posts published by these two groups
of users are almost the same and legitimate users might be a
little bit higher than malicious ones. However, from the
right part, we can figure out that for malicious users, the
median number of comments received is higher than that of
legitimate users. In Fig. 2b, we show the distributions of
intra-community connections (Intra) and inter-community
connections (Inter). We run Louvain algorithm [52] to
acquire the communities from the LWCC of Momo. Then
for each user in our dataset, we calculate the number of
edges that she connects with users in the same community
as well as the number of edges that she connects with users
in other communities. We can see from Fig. 2b that the aver-
age intra-community connections are one order higher than
that of inter-community connection for both malicious users
and legitimate users, which indicates that the users’ connec-
tions are tighter inside the same community than with other
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communities. Fig. 2c shows the average numbers of posts in
hours for malicious users and legitimate users respectively.
From Fig. 2c, we find that for legitimate users, they are
more active than malicious users during 6:00-24:00. How-
ever, malicious users will publish more posts during 0:00-
6:00. The reason behind this might be in two folds. First, the
total number of posts generated at midnight periods is less
than that of other periods in a day. Therefore sending a post
at midnight means that their posts are more likely to be
seen by other users. Second, for legitimate users who still
using dating apps at midnight, they may be more likely to
be attracted by malicious users in those periods. Hence
sending posts at midnight may increase their attack success
rate. Fig. 2d presents the numbers of comments received by
malicious users and legitimate users in different periods of
a day. Unlike Fig. 2c, malicious users received more com-
ments than legitimate users in most of the periods of a day.
We attribute this finding to the fact that malicious users are
trained to conduct attacks on legitimate users. Therefore
they are more skilled in attracting users’ attention and lur-
ing legitimate users. In 18:00-24:00, both posts and com-
ments reach the highest numbers across the whole day,
which indicates that users on Momo are more active within
this period.

4.2 Experimental Settings

Implementation Details. In our model, we utilize LDA [45] to
represent the contents of posts and comments on the topic

level. We first pre-train the LDA model with our selected
20,000 users where half of them are malicious. Note that
LDA is an unsupervised algorithm so that we will not
expose label information to the LDA model. Following Blei
et al. [45], we set topics number K ¼ 100. After 100 times of
iteration (we have also tried different iteration times like
200 or 300 but received negligible performance improve-
ment), we feed posts and comments into it and get topic dis-
tributions respectively. We set the number of hidden layers
as 3 and the number of hidden units as 32 for the MLP. We
employ 32-dimensional hidden units in both the forward
and backward LSTMs and set the head number to 8 in the
multi-head attention mechanism for the best performance.
Adam [53] is applied as the optimizer with the learning rate
of 0.001 and we set the mini-batch size to 100.

Evaluation Metrics. To systematically evaluate the perfor-
mance of our proposed method, we use four metrics, i.e.,
Precision, Recall, F1-score, and AUC [54], which are widely
used in classification tasks to evaluate the performance of
models. Precision denotes the fraction of real malicious
users among all classified malicious users, while recall is
the fraction of correctly classified malicious users over the
total amount of malicious users. F1-score is the harmonic
mean of Precision and Recall. AUC measures the probabil-
ity that the classifier will rank higher of a malicious user
than a legitimate user when these two users are selected
randomly. We also report (1) number of malicious users cor-
rectly classified, i.e., true positive (TP), (2) number of legiti-
mate users correctly classified, i.e., true negative (TN), (3)

Fig. 2. Behavioral difference between malicious and legitimate users on Momo.
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number of legitimate users misclassified, i.e., false positive
(FP), and (4) number of malicious users misclassified, i.e.,
false negative (FN) when comparing DatingSec with other
methods.

4.3 Performance Against Existing Approaches

To demonstrate DatingSec’s capability in detecting mali-
cious users in dating apps, we compare our model with sev-
eral representative approaches:

SybilBelief: Gong et al. [14] proposed SybilBelief, which
was a semi-supervised malicious user detection system.
SybilBelief took the whole social graph and a small set of
known users (both malicious and legitimate users) as input.
Then this algorithm propagated the known label informa-
tion to the rest of this social graph to determine whether
each user was malicious or legitimate.

SybilSCAR: Wang et al. [15] developed SybilSCAR, a
structure-based algorithm to perform malicious user detec-
tion. SybilSCAR combined the advantages of Random Walk
(RW)-based methods and Loop Belief Propagation (LBP)-
based methods.

GANG: Wang et al. [16] proposed GANG, a guilt-by-asso-
ciation method on directed graphs. GANG used a pairwise
Markov Random Field to capture the joint probability distri-
bution of features extracted from the social graph.

LDA + MLP: Wang et al. [17] proposed an LDA-based
text analysis method that combined structural data and
used MLP to detect insurance fraud. To implement the algo-
rithm, we feed the static features as well as the posts topics
features to the MLP and tune the number of units of each
layer for the best experimental result.

PCA + Random Forest: Al-Qurishi et al. [18] applied the
principal component analysis (PCA) [55] to process selected
user features, and fed the result into a Random Forest [56]
classifier to identify malicious users in large-scale social
networks.

Among the approaches, SybilBelief, SybilSCAR, and
GANG are graph-based methods which leverage graph

structure to detect malicious users. LDA +MLP is a machine
learning-based method that considers both the static fea-
tures and the textual information from posts. However, this
method only considers the textual information in a static
view. PCA + Random Forest is also a machine learning-based
method but ignores the analysis for the dynamic features.

For SybilBelief, SybilSCAR, and GANG, we follow their
default parameter settings. The maximum iteration time is
set to 5, the prior probability of being legitimate for labeled
legitimate users, labeled malicious users, and unlabeled
users are set to 0.9, 0.1, and 0.5, respectively. For LDA +
MLP, we set the number of hidden layers as 3 and the num-
ber of hidden units as 32 for the best experimental result.
For PCA + Random Forest, the number of components in
PCA is set to 10 for the best performance. For the Random
Forest classifier, we set the maximum depth and number of
trees to 5 and 100 at the beginning, and use grid search to
find the best parameter setting and report the result.

Table 3 summarizes the results of comparisons between
different methods in the dataset with 20,000 users in total.
We apply 5-fold cross-validation and report the average as
well as the standard deviation values. The best results are
highlighted in bold. Note that we also evaluate different
sizes of datasets and the performance of DatingSec is always
the best and stable. The detail results are summarized in
Tables 4, 5, and 6.

As shown in Table 3, DatingSec outperforms the other
state-of-the-art methods and yields the highest F1-score of
0.857 and AUC value of 0.940, which confirms that our pro-
posed system DatingSec can effectively detect malicious
users in the dating app. The advantages of DatingSec are in
two folds. On one hand, it takes textual information of posts
and comments into consideration, which can reveal the sus-
picious signals hidden in textual information but ignored
by some previous work. On the other hand, it utilizes the
Bi-LSTMs to detect the malicious signals hidden in dynamic
user activities, posts, and comments. After that, an attentive
module has been added to automatically detect the suspi-
cious signals hidden in users’ dynamic features. We utilize

TABLE 3
Evaluation Results of Different Approaches (10K:10K)

Methods TP TN FP FN Precision Recall F1-score AUC

DatingSec 8144 9148 852 1856 0.905 
 0.016 0.814 
 0.031 0.857 
 0.011 0.940 
 0.002
LDA +MLP 7334 8169 1831 2666 0.800 
 0.025 0.733 
 0.031 0.765 
 0.006 0.828 
 0.006
PCA + RF 6643 8393 1607 3357 0.805 
 0.010 0.664 
 0.011 0.728 
 0.009 0.804 
 0.008
SybilBelief 5562 8084 1916 4438 0.744 
 0.006 0.556 
 0.014 0.636 
 0.009 0.705 
 0.008
SybilSCAR 6727 6027 3973 3273 0.629 
 0.010 0.673 
 0.011 0.650 
 0.008 0.656 
 0.014
GANG 8691 3374 6626 1309 0.567 
 0.006 0.869 
 0.014 0.687 
 0.009 0.617 
 0.011

TABLE 4
Evaluation Results of Different Approaches (20K:20K)

Methods TP TN FP FN Precision Recall F1-score AUC

DatingSec 16655 17799 2201 3345 0.883 
 0.011 0.833 
 0.022 0.857 
 0.008 0.931 
 0.002
LDA +MLP 15051 16269 3731 4949 0.801 
 0.022 0.753 
 0.020 0.776 
 0.001 0.838 
 0.006
PCA + RF 13098 16838 3162 6902 0.806 
 0.007 0.655 
 0.008 0.722 
 0.007 0.803 
 0.008
SybilBelief 10835 16516 3484 9165 0.757 
 0.007 0.542 
 0.004 0.631 
 0.003 0.703 
 0.006
SybilSCAR 11411 14319 5681 8589 0.668 
 0.003 0.571 
 0.012 0.615 
 0.007 0.666 
 0.005
GANG 14857 10861 9139 5143 0.619 
 0.004 0.743 
 0.007 0.675 
 0.005 0.657 
 0.004
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McNemar’s test [57] to examine the performance difference
of two classification algorithms and the results show that
DatingSec is significantly different from any other state-of-
the-art methods (p-value<0.01, McNemar’s test). Concern-
ing the metrics we use, DatingSec achieves the highest
scores in both the F1-score and AUC.

We also evaluate DatingSec’s performance for different
percentages of malicious users. Concretely, we fix the num-
ber of legitimate users to 100K and vary the number of mali-
cious users to conduct the experiment. The results are
summarized in Table 8. Followed by previous work [58],
[59], [60], we report the AUC value since it is threshold-
independent and insensitive to label distributions. Our
observation reveals that DatingSec performs stably with dif-
ferent percentages of malicious users.

4.4 Evaluation of Different Components

Since DatingSec achieves a promising performance, we
want to figure out each component’s contribution to the
whole model.

As shown in Table 7, by using the static features or
behavior features only, we can achieve an F1-score of 0.775
and 0.757, respectively. By combining these two feature
sets, the F1-score could be improved by 3.7 percent (0.775 to

0.812). However, for malicious users, they can mimic the
behaviors of legitimate users, study what they do and fol-
low the rule. Therefore, the behavior patterns of malicious
users might be fake and seem similar to legitimate users.

A more interesting finding is that we can only obtain an
F1-score of 0.721 and 0.716 by using the textual features of
posts or comments, which is even lower than the perfor-
mance of using static features only. However, if we combine
the textual features of posts and comments, we can achieve
a more promising performance with an F1-score of 0.824,
which is 10 percent higher than the best result by leveraging
posts or comments only. As we have pointed out in Sec-
tion 2.2, for some malicious users, using posts only is not
enough for the detection since they may use implicit words
to escape the detection. However, detailed information can
be found in the comments. Combining the context of posts
and comments, DatingSec detects malicious users more
effectively.

If malicious users tend to conduct a series of bad behav-
iors in dating apps, they need to send messages and com-
municate with legitimate users. Even though they can
mimic the normal patterns and pretend to be like legitimate
users, their malicious purposes will be exposed in the con-
tents they send. When a malicious user pretends to be a
legitimate user, she may change the posting time and fre-
quency to fit legitimate users’ patterns. However, malicious
users may show malicious intention in textual contents
while hiding abnormal behaviors like posing time and

TABLE 5
Evaluation Results of Different Approaches (50K:50K)

Methods TP TN FP FN Precision Recall F1-score AUC

DatingSec 42620 44701 5299 7380 0.889 
 0.018 0.852 
 0.023 0.870 
 0.004 0.939 
 0.002
LDA +MLP 37647 41362 8638 12353 0.813 
 0.010 0.753 
 0.018 0.782 
 0.005 0.859 
 0.003
PCA + RF 32916 41958 8042 17084 0.804 
 0.002 0.658 
 0.007 0.724 
 0.004 0.803 
 0.003
SybilBelief 26878 41744 8256 23122 0.765 
 0.003 0.538 
 0.007 0.631 
 0.005 0.705 
 0.003
SybilSCAR 25446 39178 10822 24554 0.702 
 0.002 0.509 
 0.012 0.590 
 0.008 0.674 
 0.005
GANG 29604 35411 14589 20396 0.670 
 0.004 0.592 
 0.012 0.629 
 0.009 0.671 
 0.007

TABLE 6
Evaluation Results of Different Approaches (100K:100K)

Methods TP TN FP FN Precision Recall F1-score AUC

DatingSec 85813 90299 9701 14187 0.898 
 0.011 0.858 
 0.014 0.878 
 0.003 0.943 
 0.001
LDA +MLP 70989 88152 11848 29011 0.857 
 0.009 0.710 
 0.020 0.776 
 0.009 0.868 
 0.003
PCA + RF 65796 83947 16053 34204 0.804 
 0.002 0.658 
 0.004 0.724 
 0.003 0.803 
 0.002
SybilBelief 53110 84055 15945 46890 0.769 
 0.002 0.531 
 0.001 0.628 
 0.002 0.706 
 0.001
SybilSCAR 52173 79157 20843 47827 0.715 
 0.003 0.522 
 0.004 0.603 
 0.002 0.688 
 0.002
GANG 52899 77297 22703 47101 0.700 
 0.002 0.529 
 0.005 0.602 
 0.003 0.678 
 0.003

TABLE 7
Evaluation Results of Different Components in DatingSec

Features Precision Recall F1-score AUC

Static 0.842 0.718 0.775 0.852
Behavior 0.823 0.702 0.757 0.852
Static + Behavior 0.870 0.763 0.812 0.897
Textual Features (Posts) 0.725 0.716 0.721 0.786
Textual Features (Comments) 0.847 0.622 0.716 0.847

Textual Features 0.808 0.841 0.824 0.904
(Posts + Comments)
Dynamic 0.858 0.838 0.847 0.924
All 0.905 0.814 0.857 0.940

TABLE 8
Evaluation Results of Different Percentages of

Malicious Users

Malicious : Legitimate AUC

1:1 0.943 
 0.001
1:2 0.955 
 0.001
1:5 0.954 
 0.001
1:10 0.954 
 0.001
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posting frequency. Therefore, to accurately detect malicious
users in dating apps, we should take the textual information
of user interactions into consideration.

Moreover, if we utilize all dynamic features from behav-
iors, posts, and comments received, the overall F1-score can
reach 0.847 (2.3 percent higher than using textual features of
posts and comments received). And the final F1-score by
combining static features will be 0.857, which indicates that
static features also contribute effect to malicious user
detection.

We randomly select 100 malicious users detected by
DatingSec and manually identify the types of their mali-
cious activities. 66 percent of the detected malicious users
include sockpuppets (20 percent), spammers (14 percent),
financial frauds (9 percent), and prostitution service pro-
viders (23 percent), are consistent with the malicious types
identified by human eyes. The remaining 34 percent of mali-
cious users are identified to conduct malicious activity not
observed by human eyes previously. This verifies the use-
fulness of the sequential analysis on users’ historical activi-
ties, which is able to find suspicious signals that are not
sensitive to human observations.

4.5 Evaluation of Attention Mechanism and Pooling
Methods

In this part, we evaluate the usefulness of attention mecha-
nism and different pooling methods. As shown in Table 9
(we only report the average values due to the space limita-
tion), for pooling methods like mean pooling or max pool-
ing, using attention will improve the overall performance of
the model since the attention mechanism can automatically
detect the suspicious signals behind different features in the
whole periods with different weights.

We also compare the effect of different pooling methods,
i.e., max pooling and mean pooling. Results show that max
pooling performs better than mean pooling. Compared
with mean pooling, max pooling is more suitable for mali-
cious user detection. If a user is malicious, it is not smart
enough for her to conduct malicious behaviors all the time.
Instead, she may conduct a lot of legitimate behaviors to
hide her malicious behaviors deeper. If we use mean pool-
ing, it may reduce the effect of her abnormal behaviors and
make it harder for the detection.

4.6 Robustness Against Adversarial Attacks

In this paper, we also evaluate DatingSec’s robustness
against adversarial attacks, more specifically, data poison-
ing attack [61], [62], [63]. Data poisoning attack aims to add
a trigger in each poisoned data sample. The trigger can be a
specific data pattern in the selected attributes. In the data
poisoning attack, the adversary poisons a subset of training

data and manipulates their corresponding labels to mislead
the detection system. Concretely, we select Signature Length
and Nickname Length in the profile features and set them
both to be 100 as our trigger. We evaluate DatingSec’s per-
formance with different percentages of poisoned data (mali-
cious users with the trigger and labeled as legitimate users).
Due to the space limitation, we only report the detection
performance against poisoned data since the detection per-
formance of normal data (both malicious and legitimate
users) is almost the same as Table 3. The results are summa-
rized in Table 10. Unlike previous work [63] whose classifi-
cation accuracy over data poisoning attack drops
significantly when there are as many as 5 percent poisoned
data, DatingSec still performs well. When the percentage of
poisoned users becomes even larger, the detection perfor-
mance for poisoned users starts to drop, which is similar to
previous work [61], [62]. Note that the malicious users we
focus on in this paper are different from poisoned users.
Malicious users conduct bad behaviors in the real world
while poison users are manually generated by the adversary
to fool the machine learning classifiers, which requires
access to the model training process. Detecting and elimi-
nating poisoned users is out of the scope of this paper.
However, we also note that there are various studies [64],
[65], [66], [67] focusing on detecting data poisoning attacks,
which can be integrated with DatingSec to mitigate poten-
tial data poisoning attacks. For example, Neural Cleanse [66]
can detect the minimum requirement of poison positions to
mislead the model and filter out the potential triggers.

5 RELATED WORK

In this section, we first introduce the related studies about
dating apps in Section 5.1, then we discuss existing mali-
cious user detection methods in Section 5.2.

5.1 Studies of Dating Apps

User Behavior. Since dating apps like Tinder [1], Skout [2],
and Momo [3], [4], [5] are prevalent in our daily life, various
studies about user behavior analysis have been conducted
in this area.

Chen et al. [3] conducted a study of Momo’s users. They
considered both spatial and temporal aspects and investi-
gated the potential of behavioral patterns for discovering
different categories of users. Ma et al. [68] studied the

TABLE 9
Evaluation Results of Attention Mechanism

Methods Precision Recall F1-score AUC

w/ Attention+Max Pooling 0.905 0.814 0.857 0.940
w/ Attention+Mean Pooling 0.849 0.850 0.850 0.925
w/o Attention+Max Pooling 0.831 0.867 0.848 0.924
w/o Attention+Mean Pooling 0.881 0.781 0.828 0.923

TABLE 10
Evaluation Results of Different Percentages of Malicious Users

Percentage of poisoned users Accuracy over poisioned users

0% 0.885
1% 0.752
2% 0.727
3% 0.673
4% 0.698
5% 0.619
6% 0.326
7% 0.231
8% 0.025
9% 0.018
10% 0.016
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location overlap in a dating app–happn. They found that the
information of location overlap could help the user commu-
nity reduce uncertainty since this kind of information could
reflect the similarity between users. Hancock et al. [69]
showed that deception about information was frequently
observed in dating apps. Zytko et al. [70] conducted an
interview study about impression management in dating
apps. Their study revealed that, unlike previous work, peo-
ple did not want to deceive their online dating partners
since it might be discovered if they meet each other in real-
ity. Xia et al. [71] have studied the correlation between users’
online dating behaviors and various user attributes. Their
study revealed that men tended to seek younger women
whereas women would consider more about the income
and education level of their dating partners.

Privacy and Security Issues.With the open nature of dating
apps, privacy and security issues have also disturbed legiti-
mate users and attracted the attention of many researchers.

Cobb et al. [1] studied user privacy and usage issues in
dating apps. They used questionnaires and interviews to
discuss the privacy settings of users on dating apps and
explore the reasons behind them. Li et al. [4] considered the
location privacy issues in dating apps. They studied the pre-
cision range of location service in dating apps like Skout
and Momo and developed an incremental trilateration strat-
egy to locate users. Hu et al. [72] took a study about mali-
cious apps that masqueraded as dating apps to attract
users. Real users in those fraudulent apps were lured to
purchase premium services to chat with charming users.
However, those charming users turned out to be scambots.
Li et al. [5] discovered that location information leaked by
users could be used to infer their demographic information
like age, gender, and education level, even when they did
not show that information in dating apps.

One work closely related to our paper is conducted by
Suarez-Tangil et al. [27]. They utilized profile features to
detect malicious users. More specifically, demographics,
images, and descriptions from user profiles are used to
form different types of features. After that, they used the
support vector machine (SVM) as the final ensemble classi-
fier to report the prediction results. However, their work
did not take the dynamic features generated by users into
consideration, which are known to be critical in malicious
user detection in our evaluation for dating apps. Note that
we have not taken this method into comparison since we
are not able to acquire the information of the corresponding
images from users.

5.2 Malicious User Detection

In previous work, three kinds of methods are mainly used
to detect malicious users in social networks: graph-based
methods, machine learning-based methods, and behavior-
based methods. We discuss these three categories as
follows.

Graph-Based Methods. Researchers tried to identify mali-
cious accounts by leveraging the structures of social graphs.
Some approaches are based on the assumption that social
links between malicious accounts and legitimate accounts
are limited. Cao et al. [10] introduced random walk strate-
gies of social graphs to discover the malicious accounts in

Tuenti, the largest OSN in Spain. Jia et al. [73] proposed Syb-
ilWalk, an updated random walk-based method that was
more accurate and robust to label noise. Gong et al. [14] pro-
posed SybilBelief, a semi-supervised learning framework to
disseminate information from a known set of nodes using
loopy belief propagation. SybilSCAR [15] and SYBIL-
FUSE [74] combined the advantages of Random Walk
(RW)-based methods and Loop Belief Propagation (LBP)-
based methods to achieve higher accuracy. Wang et al. [16]
proposed GANG, a guilt-by-association method on directed
graphs. GANG used a pairwise Markov Random Field to
capture the joint probability distribution of features
extracted from the social graph. Wang et al. [35] developed
a collective classification framework to detect malicious
users by learning the edge weights and malicious scores
simultaneously.

We argue that these methods do not fit dating apps like
Tinder and Momo who show loose connectivity other than
general OSNs like Facebook and Twitter. The sparse con-
nectivity would render the graph-based method less
effective.

Machine Learning-Based Methods. Various work utilize
machine learning-based methods to identify malicious users
in social networks. Zhu et al. [23] developed a supervised
matrix factorization-based method using activity data in
Renren. Zhang et al. [21] proposed an SVM-based method to
detect malicious users considering location entropy-based
metrics in Dianping, one of the dominant location-based
social networks in China. Wang et al. [17] utilized LDA to
extract topic distributions in the textual data, combined
with descriptive features, and leveraged MLP to detect
malicious patterns about users. Gong et al. [22] proposed
DeepScan, a deep learning-based approach using the users’
spatial-temporal data to uncover malicious accounts in Dia-
nping. Al-Qurishi et al. [18] leveraged PCA to reduce the
dimension of users’ features and utilized a Random Forest
classifier to detect malicious accounts on Twitter and You-
Tube. Yao et al. [26] uncovered a new type of malicious
attack to help malicious accounts generate huge amounts of
fake reviews by using recurrent neural networks. Kumar
et al. [6] studied the sockpuppets among online communi-
ties and used a Random Forest classifier to identify them
correctly.

Some previous work considers the textual information of
users [17], [18], [26]. Wang et al. [17] and Al-Qurishi et al.
[18] considered the textual information in a static view. Yao
et al. [26] proposed a method to detect fake reviews gener-
ated by machine learning models based on their character
distribution. However, a combined consideration between
posts and comments is lacking.

Behavior-Based Methods. Another kind of work [28], [29],
[30], [31], [32], [33] conducted a series of efforts in detecting
malicious users with behavior-based methods. Viswanath
et al. [30] applied PCA to detect principal components
among users’ behaviors as normal patterns and detected
remarkable deviations as abnormal patterns generated by
malicious users on Facebook. Zheng et al. [29] proposed a
three-stage scheme that considered different periods of user
behavior to detect elite sybil users in Dianping. Cao et al.
[31] developed SynchroTrap, a malicious account detection
system that can cluster users according to the similarity of
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their behavior. However, for malicious users, they can
mimic real users and follow their behavioral patterns thus
bring more difficulty in detection.

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first who apply
textual information of interaction contents and attention
mechanisms to malicious user detection in dating apps.

6 DISCUSSION AND LIMITATION

6.1 Implementation in Other Dating Apps

We evaluate DatingSec on Momo since it is a famous dating
app and the ground truth label is known to us. Still, Dating-
Sec can also be implemented in other dating apps with only
a little extra effort. For example, in various dating apps such
as Tinder, Match, and OkCupid, users have their own pro-
file pages that share similar information [27], which can be
used to extract the profile features. Since users in those apps
can have communications with other users they are inter-
ested in, the community features can be extracted from the
interactions between users. With the help of detailed infor-
mation from communications, the behavior features can be
extracted. The content published by users can be considered
as post contents in DatingSec while the received comments
are able to represent the comment contents. Note that the
feature dimension of these apps may be different from
Momo. However, only a limited amount of effort is needed
to fit DatingSec into other dating apps.

6.2 Spoofing DatingSec

Malicious users may mislead the detection of DatingSec by
mimicking the normal pattern of legitimate users. We
acknowledge that some of the features generated by users
can be manipulated with relatively low costs, such as
the profile features. However, it will take higher costs for
the malicious users to spoof DatingSec by manipulating the
dynamic features. Since DatingSec takes a period of users’
data into consideration, it may cost more time for the mali-
cious users to carefully forge normal patterns as legitimate
users. Moreover, as we discussed in Section 2.2, malicious
users may conduct behaviors like requesting money, send-
ing unwanted advertisements, sharing spamming mes-
sages, and conducting prostitution services. Those
behaviors may require the malicious users to publish spe-
cific content to achieve their goals, which can be detected by
the dynamic part of DatingSec. Note that there is still some
potential to further improve the detection performance of
DatingSec. At the moment we only leverage publicly-visible
information for detection. In the future, if we could further
collaborate with the service providers of the online dating
apps, additional information such as the clickstream and
back-end activities of users can be incorporated and the
detection performance can be enhanced. We leave it as the
future work to further improve the performance of
DatingSec.

6.3 Retraining

Users’ behaviors may change over time in dating apps,
some legitimate users may become malicious users in the
future. Since DatingSec is trained using a period of users’
data, it should be stable for a short time. Still, retraining is
helpful to make DatingSec up-to-date. One practical

solution is to retrain DatingSec periodically by setting a rea-
sonable time interval. Second, if DatingSec failed to detect a
pre-configured amount of malicious users reported by legit-
imate users, retraining would be activated as well.

6.4 Limitation

We realize that DatingSec might also misclassify users (FN
cases and FP cases). We check our 10K:10K experiment and
randomly select 100 FN cases (malicious users who are mis-
classified as “benign” users) to manually verify. We find
that 77 of them cannot be verified as “malicious” by the
human eye as well. This may be due to two reasons. First,
we only collect 9 weeks of data to perform the detection,
however, the malicious users may behave benignly in this
period. Second, these users may conduct location-based
attacks that cannot be detected by DatingSec. For example,
5 out of the 77 users keep sending posts with different cities’
names, which indicates that these users might conduct loca-
tion-based attacks on Momo. Note that in the left 23 FN
cases, 8 users are related to prostitution service. 15 users are
spammers but only a very small portion of their posts are
related to advertisements. We leave it as our future work to
filter out such users more accurately. DatingSec might also
misclassify benign users as malicious (FP cases). In the real-
world deployment, the service provider of a dating app like
Momo can run DatingSec alongside other graph-based
detection systems [35], [74] and determine the malicious
accounts by jointly considering the outputs of multiple sys-
tems to reduce the false positive rate (FPR).

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we focus on malicious user detection in dating
apps. Compared with previous work, we are the first to
leverage the textual information of user interactions into
malicious user detection in dating apps. We propose
DatingSec, a content-based multi-factor attention network,
which considers two types of features, i.e., static features
and dynamic features. To deal with the heterogeneous user
behavior data, we leverage different methods and propose
a synthetical system design to better extract potential pat-
terns from malicious users. Using the real data collected
from Momo, the evaluation shows that DatingSec outper-
forms other comparison methods and achieves the best per-
formance. An important finding is that for all feature sets,
the textual features (posts and comments) perform the best
(see Table 7), which demonstrates the necessity of consider-
ing the textual information of user interactions in malicious
user detection. Note that our system is based on publicly-
accessible information. Therefore, it can be used by not only
the dating app service providers but also third-party appli-
cation providers to detect malicious users.
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